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Restaurant Spotlight:

Pasta Remoli
By: Simone Innamorati

An Exceptional Eatery
Since opening in 2011, Pasta Remoli has attracted the attention of food lovers across the city
and further afield. It ranks in the top 10 percent
of London’s 12,000 plus restaurants on TripAdvisor. The restaurant business is tough and with
the recession it’s only gotten tougher.
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However, Remoli has managed to carve out a
distinct niche, thanks in part to rave reviews and
the restaurant’s unique business model. The eatery style set-up allows customers to eat dishes
onsite or take pasta away to prepare as they see
fit, great for wannabe chefs like me.

Pasta Remoli

Rave Reviews

While homemade pasta is hard to overcook, it
is the thickness which proves to be the trickiest
part. Ravioli is one of the most difficult dishes to
prepare from scratch. Getting each sheet uniform and of the perfect height proves very challenging without a high caliber machine. Remoli
jokes you need a grandmother’s eye to achieve
the perfect consistency.

I was curious to see what other customers had
to say. Comments on TripAdvisor ranged from
“Best Pasta I Have Ever Had” to “Jamie Who?!” (a
reference to UK celebrity chef, Jamie Oliver, a
passionate advocate of Italian cooking and fresh
ingredients).
Jamie’s restaurants would have a hard time competing with Pasta Remoli. Remoli’s success lies
in its family ties and authentic cuisine. The restaurant is owned by three partners: Stefano Anfussi, Simone Remoli and Francesca Tarquini. The
excellent service they provide is unmatched by
any restaurant I know. I am not the only one who
thinks so. “Stefano keeps the clients happy with
a big smile and a warm welcome” reads one review. It’s true. Every time I visit Pasta Remoli Stefano can be found at the counter. He always greets
me with a smile. Why is it that Italians are always
smiling? I think it’s one of the great secrets to being Italian and “La Vita Dolce”. In rainy London, it
is nice to see a warm, friendly smile. Francesca
is always smiling too. She can be found a few
feet away in the kitchen, adding her feminine
touch…that magic touch. You can’t fake being
Italian. It’s in the blood.

The Interview
I sat down with Simone Remoli to talk about pasta, aromas and his favorite region in Italy. Homemade pasta isn’t always easy to prepare. It takes
a lot of patience and “diligence”.
The kind of diligence, which Remoli says features
in Japanese cooking, his other favorite cuisine.
Remoli has worked in four different countries
with restaurants like Michelin starred Locanda
Locatelli and Rosette award winning Roka Restaurant.
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Pasta Remoli
for kings. It is the resourcefulness and passion
of locals, which Remoli admires. A true Roman,
the same passion and resourcefulness can be
found in his cooking.

Tortellini in Brodo
When asked what is the secret to making Tortellini in Brodo (a traditional Christmas dish) he
replies “three ingredients”, listing each part. The
“brodo” or broth is slow cooked for 5-6 hours.
He uses five different meats in his recipe, which
builds up the flavor of the dish. Finally, he uses
only egg white. This gives the distinct “transparent” quality; otherwise it would be quite dark.
It was almost lunch time, the restaurant’s busiest time. I didn’t press Simone Remoli for details
about the egg white. In hindsight, I wished I had!
What were the five different types of meat? I
wondered to myself. Before I knew it, I was shaking hands with Stefano, Francesca and Simone.
It was time to go. There was some hurried talk
about writing a cookbook on our grandmothers’ way of cooking, my latest obsession. A lot of
chefs I know are inspired by their grandmothers.
The grandmother figure seems to transcend
cultures. She is a source of inspiration in fresh,
common sense cooking. That’s why I love Pasta
Remoli’s dishes. You can feel Nonna sitting next
to you, imploring you to “mangiare”.
Eat!
Until next time. “Salute” as they say in Italy.
Learn more at: http://www.pastaremoli.co.uk/

Keeping It in the Family
Family ties and strong traditions feature largely
in Pasta Remoli’s menu. It was his grandmother
who first inspired him to become a chef. Every
morning he woke up to amazing smells drifting
into his room from the kitchen. Remoli’s grandmother or “nonna” as they say in Italian “was a really strong woman”, who taught him the art of
preparing pasta. She had chickens, rabbits and
her very own vegetable garden.
Remoli traces his love of fresh ingredients back
to early childhood memories and the time he
spent with his grandmother in the countryside
of Rome. Remoli says Rome is his favorite city,
because it is his city. If he had to pick a favorite
region, it would be Sardinia. The food and weather make it unbeatable. That’s not to say Roman
food isn’t a big influence in his cooking. He admires the way locals in Rome have the uncanny
ability to make “cheap cuts” of meat into feasts fit
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